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In compliance with chapter 40 of the Acts of 1857, the
Trustees of the State Reform School herewith respectfully
submit to the Governor and the Executive Council, the Twelfth
Annual Report of the condition of the institution for the year
ending September 30, 1858.
The Reform School has become one of the permanent insti-
tutions of the Commonwealth
—
permanent as the centre and
dispenser of beneficial influences, and permanent in the cher-
ished regards of the wise and philanthropic of the people.
They have watched it, anxiously, yet hopefully in its infancy
—
when it was an experiment
;
they have seen it developing step
by step its own distinctive character, and proving its fitness for
the work it undertook. They now see it a success—with its
tried and established principles of management ; and its cer-
tainty of benefiting, and almost certainty of reforming those
who, at a proper age, are sent to it. It is worthy a permanent
place in the regards of the philanthropist.
And as it has passed through its various stages of experiment^
the Board deem it but just to themselves, and due to the gov-
ernment and people of the State, to review, briefly of course,
the history of the institution—for the twelve years of its exist-
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ence have sufficed to give it a history—and state some of the
leading facts and principles which experience has evolved,
touching its true sphere, and the means of its successful
working.
And the first thought that occurs is, the striking contrast
between the original conception of the school, and the present
reality.
The commissioners first appointed were directed to take the
preliminary steps to establish a State Manual Labor School,"
with the understanding that it was to be of capacity sufficient
to accommodate one hundred hoys. And in the execution of
their trust, impressed doubtless with the intrinsic importance
of the institution, as the plan of it worked itself out in their
minds, to provide for any possible future contingency, they laid
foundations broad enough for three hundred
;
though they
only completed and furnished room for the reception of one
hundred and fifty.
But in the comparatively brief space of twelve years, enlarg-
ing as the necessity compelled, these limited provisions have
increased, till now there are ample accommodations for five
hundred and fifty boys, and an average actual attendance during
the year of five hundred and ninety. And but for the exertions
of the Trustees and Superintendent to find homes among the
people for the deserving and more advanced in reformation,
this number would have been swelled to seven hundred, per-
haps even to the utmost limit to which the Trustees would
consent to receive inmates.
It is a sad reflection, that in this Commonwealth, where
such ample provision is made for the education and the religious
instruction of all the children ; and where is so fully developed
the restraining, refining influence of stable, cultivated, good
society, there are found so many/^ subjects for discipline and
reform ! Yet it is cause for gratulation that witli the necessity,
a means so effectual exists, for the restraint, and moral, intel-
lectual, and physical culture of so large a number.
And we would take this occasion to remind the government
and people of the Commonwealth, of their large indebtedness
for this noble means of a most noble work to tlie wise fore-
thought, and generous liberality, and sincere philanthropy of
the late Theodore Lyman, who passed away too soon to see the
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good he had done ; and whose memorial, and honor, is the
institution he founded. The State may congratulate herself
that she has such sons, the legitimate product of her enlight-
ened Christian institutions, to honor themselves and doubly
honor her, in suggesting and taking the lead in the path of
virtue and true prosperity. And she may be justly proud of
her own agency in carrying to completeness the design thus
originated. The people, through the legislature, readily re-
sponded to the call of humanity ; and the extensive grounds,
the tasteful, commodious buildings, and liberal annual appro-
priations, attest the high value set upon, and the unabated
interest taken in the enterprise. And this appreciation and
continued interest, as well as the intrinsic merit of the insti-
tution, constitute the assurance of its future prosperity.
The inquiry then is naturally suggested, and is one which
should interest every citizen,—Do the results realized justify
the expectations of its founders, and the liberal appropriations
required for its support ?
To most minds, probably, the estimate on which the answer
depends, involves two elements—first, a pecuniary considera-
tion
;
second, the moral and social results secured. But as in
estimating character, and life, and society, with their associated
elements and ends, pecuniary gain is in its nature subsidiary
;
and as character and influence form the basis of the productive
power of the State, awakening and directing its industry, and
measuring the value of the fruits of that industry, the Board
believe the second point the more material, and demanding the
primary consideration. Though it is confidently believed that
by separating the pecuniary from the moral, as far as a sepa-
ration is possible, and taking the former by itself, it can be
satisfactorily shown that the Commonwealth has made no more
productive and safer investment than the money expended for
her Schools of Juvenile Reform ; and that the large annual
appropriation required for their support is really and surely
lessening the burdens of taxation. For crime and pauperism
go hand in hand ; and the expense of both is a burden on the
State. It may cost more dollars and cents to reform a boy,
and add his power and industry to the productive labor of the
State, than it costs to confine the man, a criminal, in the dun-
geon, and to hang him on the gallows. But the boy is worth
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more^ when made a good man^ than the adult criminal is, alive
or dead. The former has a lifetime to devote to the welfare of
society and the increase of its wealth ; the latter has devoted
the vigor of his lifetime to spoiling society and destroying its
wealth. And there must be added to this loss, the cost of his
punishment, whatever it be. The necessary subtraction -and
addition are easy to be performed.
But reversing the order of the solution, and getting at the
pecuniary gain or loss, by a direct estimate of the moral results
secured, brings us, only the more strikingly, to the same con-
clusion. Assuming for the time that only fifty per cent, of the
boys are thoroughly reformed—though this is a lower per cent,
than the facts warrant—here are in all nine hundred boys, or
a present annual average of something more than one hundred
and fifty boys, taken from the haunts of temptation and crime,
where they were preying on society, and provided with a home,
perhaps the first they ever had ; initiated into the fact that they
have a life kindred to other lives about them
;
taught, for the
iirst time that they have hearts and minds susceptible of hap-
piness and development ; educated in the various branches of
knowledge which open the world of thought, and fact, and
philosophy to the youthful view ; instructed in the knowledge
of God, whose name they only know to profane it, and into a
discernment of right and wrong, and shown the path of true
joy and the real end of existence
;
brought to feel the necessity
and inducted into habits of industry
;
disciplined to recognize
the sacredness of authority and law^ ; and thus fitted for and
sent into society, not with the mark of tlie criminal, but with
the seal of manhood on their brow, to help develop its resources
and gather its varied treasures. What are these nine hundred
young- men ivorth ? What loss to society would have accrued
had they been left where they were found ? And what gain
will they add to its productive power and available means ?
Tliis aspect of the usefulness of our institution is not here
presented as a new one ; it has been set forth in previous
reports, and often reproduced. - Nor is it believed that the
thoughtful and philanthropic of our citizens need any such
mode of reasoning to convince their understandings of the ines-
timable value of the work here done, and enlist their warmest
sympathies. But it is feared that in this age of " retrench-
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ment" too little weight may be given to the real worth of
" reform." In other words, by taking a superficial view only,
the true character and province of the school may be misjudged
;
and the inquirer, while sincerely desirous to arrive at a right
conclusion, may reach a false estimate for want of the proper
data.
Indeed, in forming an estimate of the expenditures proper
for carrying forward the institution, and judging of its real
usefulness, as well as in seeking the true principles of its man-
agement, the fact must never be lost sight of, that the prime
object of the school is the reformation of the boy, and not his
punishment. It is to transform him from a depredator on
society into a producer. It is to prevent him from becoming a
criminal, and to make him a man.
If the prime design of the institution was punishmefit, the
system could be materially simplified. Boys can be made to
occupy a small space, and can be fed on hard fare. A ball and
chain would cost less than an overseer. Solitary confinement
is less expensive than a shaded gymnasium and airy workshops.
More cells may be built, and a part of the officers dismissed.
More rods may be used, and fewer teachers required, and those
of an inferior grade, provided they have physical strength.
The expenses can be materially reduced. But will it pay ?
Can the State afford to adopt this cheap system ? Will there
be a gain, a true, substantial gain, to punish these boys for
vices which, to a great extent, are in a sense hereditary,—for
crimes committed where the temptation to crime was strong,
and the inducement to virtue weak, and thus at best only sepa-
rate them from society ? In a word, shall they be transformed
into men, and adorned and strengthened with the beauty and
vigor of manliness ? or shall they be treated as criminals and
orphans till they attain their majority, and then sent fortli with
the brand on their brow, and hatred burning in their hearts ?
The question furnishes its own answer.
And as the true province of the school is reformation, it
hardly need be said that the younger the boy when committed,
the greater the probability of his complete reform. He is more
susceptible to good influences, more readily yields to wholesome
restraint, and habits of vice are not so deeply rooted.
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And for the same reason, a long sentence is more effectual
than a short one. Where a boy is committed for a few months
only, he looks upon his restraint as a punishment, and judges
all the duties required of him as elements of this punishment,
and of course, submits of necessity, and not of choice. And of
course he derives little benefit. Experience conclusively shows
that a sentence covering the period of minority, is the most
effectual. Indeed, it deserves the serious consideration of the
magistrates intrusted with the trial of juvenile delinquents,
whether sentences to our institution should not be limited to
that class of cases which need guardianship as well as restraint
and discipline, and for first offences. It is a question with the
Board whether, after two or three arrests and convictions, and
especially when the boy is advanced to fourteen years of age,
he is a fit subject for our school ; whether the probabilities of
his reform are not so small, and his influence on the younger
and less vicious boys is not so deleterious, as to properly exclude
him from the institution. An important part of our work is to
supply the place of a parent to the boy, so far as that place can
be supplied. And for this purpose, Or commitment during
minority is certainly desirable, if not essential.
The Board would not be understood to advocate the necessity
of keeping a boy confined in the institution till he is twenty-
one. Our settled opinion is, and our practise conforms to
our opinion, that as soon as his habits and character will
warrant, he should be apprenticed to a good master, and find
a congenial place in the good homes scattered over the State.
The end to be sought, viz., the reformation of the boy, also
determines the true principles of discipline and management.
A thing of prime necessity
—
preliminary to special effort—is
to bring the boy to feel the sacredness and force of authority.
An internal system must be adopted, so adjusted and complete,
that everywhere and always, the acknowledgment of right, and
the yielding of ready and full obedience are secured. And the
perfection of the system lies in securing obedience to authority
without a show of authority, and without coercion. The boy
committed his offence in defiance of law, and probably was led
to do it by earlier unpunished defiance of parental authority.
And no sure reformation can be effected without this subjection
of 3vill to right control. Indeed, this neglect of restraint, this
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nnconquered will, following depraved inclination, creates the
demand for our institution.
And when respect for authority is secured, then comes in the
power of kindness, to inspire hearty obedience. This is the
direct avenue to the better nature of the child. This awakens
sympathy,—this leads him to feel that he is part and parcel of
humanity, and not the antagonist to society which he has hith-
erto made himself. Instances are not rare, of boys sentenced
to our school, as dangerous to society, disobedient, truant,
revengeful, false, profane
;
who, as soon as they discover in the
Superintendent and his associates a true parental interest,
evince a transformation of disposition and aim, as pleasing as it
is entire. A spring in their souls, till now pent up, is opened,
and the pure waters of generous sentiment, love, gratitude and
obedience, gush forth.
And now comes in a third means of reformation, viz., the
enlightenment of the conscience; teaching the distinctions of
right and wrong, and the obligation to do the right growing out
of man's relation to God ; and cultivating to quickness this
discernment of right and the purpose of right, by religious
instruction. And perhaps example here is as essential as
instruction. A steady, cheerful tone of true piety, such as is
derived from the study of holy Scripture, and the daily com-
munion of the heart with the great Searcher of hearts, has a
powerful influence on the susceptible mind of a child. Such a
presence moves, inspires, attracts, and compels. It presents to
the boy in an intelligible shape, a form which he can appreciate
and measure, the results of the principles inculcated on him.
It reaches at a single effort the feelings, and the judgment, and
the will, and inspires faith and hope by both the possibility and
desirableness of himself reaching the same result.
The Trustees hardly need to intimate in this connection, the
vital importance of the chaplain's office and work, in the daily
discipline of the institution. Perhaps his daily intercourse with
the boys, and the morning and evening devotional exercises are
not less an essential agency than the Sabbath services of the
chapel.
And the additional suggestion is almost superfluous, that no
officer or teacher can succeed here without the possession of
high and varied qualifications. This difficult and delicate work
3
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needs skilful and devoted laborers. A mind carefully culti-
vated ; a love for the work ; habitual self-respect and self-
control ; a genial, hopeful disposition ; quick discernment of
character
;
dignity of bearing ; and a heart imbued with Chris-
tian principles, can only fit one for the work undertaken by this
institution. And that the compensation should correspond
with the qualifications required, is an axiom in business. To
secure the services of the few, who possess these natural and.
acquired qualities generous salaries are and must be paid.
A fourth means to be relied on for reformation, is constant
employment. The old couplet hath truth, if not poetry,
—
" Satan finds some mischief still
For idle hands to do."
Labor, to employ the hands, and busy the mind, and awaken
ingenuity, and produce results, is a demand of our constitution
;
is needful to the maintenance of virtue ; and surely is needful
to the recovery of the dissolute and vicious. Without this, the
other means of discipline would fail, or would only half com-
plete their work. The health of both body and mind is depend-
ent on the purpose and the exertion of labor. And the habit
of industry, nurtured and strengthened by years of trial in our
institution, will not only be a safeguard to the youth when he
goes forth from us, but will be his assurance of independence
and position in his after life.
Many of the boys are employed in the lighter trades, as shoe-
making and chair-seating, and with good results. But labor
upon the farm and in the garden is undoubtedly better suited
to health and discipline. There is a cleansing, healing effect
received from breathing the pure air, and basking in the unob-
structed sunlight. An inspiring and ennobling influence
attends life out of doors, with nature
;
seeing her work, and
helping her in her annual processes. And the bodily vigor
secured is promotive of sound reform and true happiness.
During the past summer, in pleasant weather, the boys had
two hours per day added to their out-door work, and of course
the same time deducted from the usual study hours, and with
happy results. And it is a source of regret to the Trustees,
and a serious drawback to success, that the small garden grounds
left in our control when the farm was transferred to the care of
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the Board of Agriculture, allow of the employment of such a
limited number of boys. We have supplied the deficiency as
well as might be, by engaging in a series of special improve-
ments on the grounds immediately adjoining the institution.
And in addition to these direct means of reform, the Trustees
believe it wise to hold out the hope of an early discharge as the
reward of fidelity and good character. They also find a pow-
erful motive in the assurance given to boys, that good situations
will be found for them as apprentices, when their good conduct
and character will warrant. These motives are delicate imple-
ments to handle, and need great caution and wisdom on the
part of the Superintendent. Reform is sometimes successfully
simulated for months, to secure a discharge by apprenticeship,
with the purpose of returning to evil ways. But the cases are
rare. A long period of probation, not less than an entire year,
is required before a boy is regarded as thoroughly fixed in
correct habits, and worthy to be trusted with his entire or
partial liberty.
To know that his release before the expiration of sentence,
especially where that sentence is during minority, depends on
himself, will awaken and call into vigorous exercise whatever
is excellent in the boy. It stimulates self-watchfulness ; it
impresses on his mind the value of fidelity to trust ; it shows
him liow character is valued by good men, whose good opinion
he is striving to secure. And thus by giving a steady aim to
his thoughts and purposes, and accustoming himself to weigh
his own actions, he acquires a fixed character ; he finds himself
worthy of respect ; he finds himself confided in ; he respects
and confides in himself.
During the past year one hundred and two boys have been
discharged as reformed, and one hundred and eighty-eight have
been apprenticed to various trades and to farmers.
Mr. Sleeper, and other friends and officers of the school were
employed four or five weeks in visiting different portions of the
State, to look up suitable homes for the boys. For we regard it
as important that the master shall be a good man when he takes
the boy, as that the boy shall be fit for a good place. Probably
it will be deemed wise to incur a larger expense of time and
funds in future, to seek out proper homes for our boys among
the farmers and mechanics in the more remote parts of the
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State, where the temptations are less, and the boy is more sure
to find correct appreciation.
From the consideration of these lessons of experience, and
the general purposes and management of the institution, the
Trustees turn to a brief review of the past year's work, and
statement of the present condition of the school.
The number of boys committed during the year was 271 ; the
greatest number at any one time was 639 ; the average num-
ber for the year was 590. The number discharged in different
ways was 369
;
expiration of sentence, 36
;
apprenticed, 188
;
reformed, 102
;
eloped and died, 17
;
leaving in the institution
September 30th, 557. This is a larger aggregate, and a larger
average than has been in attendance in any previous year,
notwithstanding tlie success in apprenticing boys ; and is larger
tlian can be suitably accommodated in the institution.
The general conduct of the inmates during the year has been
good. A less number has been reported to the Superintendent
as delinquent, and a steady purpose to observe the rules of the
school has prevailed. The average number in the Third
Department^ has been three. From May to September, a
period of four months, this department was vacant.
The encouraging feature of the good order that has prevailed
is, that it is spontaneous and not forced. A high tone of feel-
ing, a public sentiment to sustain authority and frown upon
disorder, and general harmony have characterized the daily
bearing of the boys—ripening, as the Trustees hope and believe,
into a Ilealthy sense of honor, wliich is a fruit of real reform.
The influence of the Third Department, established two
years since, is found to be salutary, boys seldom needing a
second commitment to it ; and this has contributed to secure
the general good conduct. The general harmony of sentiment
and purpose among the teachers and officers of the school, so
promotive of real efficiency in every department, has commu-
nicated itself to the boys, and has its share in securing the
above result. But the Trustees believe, and take this occasion
to express the belief, that the present good order and prosperity
of the school are primarily due to the capacity, and skill, and
devoted efforts of the Superintendent and Matron, aided so
efficiently by the Assistant-Superintendent and Chaplain.
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The semi-monthly visitation, by one or more of the Board
of Trustees, has been faithfully continued during the year.
Reports in writing of the results of these visits are entered in
a book kept for that purpose, and are read at each quarterly
meeting of the Board. This arrangement is unquestionably a
most beneficial one
;
insuring a careful supervision, and the
deliberate opinion of each member of the Board of the defects
and the improvements of the institution.
Health.—The number of deaths during the year was seven.
This is one more than last year, and is considerably above the
yearly average, though perhaps not a larger increase than the
ratio of increase of inmates. About half of these occurred in
the spring and early summer, the direct or remoter result of
measles, which prevailed generally in the institution in April
and May. It is, however, cause for gratitude to a merciful
Guardian, that out of ninety-nine cases, some of them of great
severity, so large a proportion recovered.
Schools.—The schools are arranged in four grades in each
department, (the old and the new,) making eight in all, each
grade having a separate room and its own teacher. The aver-
age number in each room is about seventy. There are two
sessions a day, of two hours each, making four hours a day
devoted to study and recitation. Boys on their admission to the
institution are examined, and put in the grade where their
attainments allow.
It has been the policy of the Board to employ the best teach-
ers they could procure, and this is believed to be the only good
policy. A thorough semi-annual examination, in January and
July, of all the schools was made by the committee of the
Board appointed at its annual meeting, occupying two days at
each time ; and full reports of these examinations were made to
the Board, and are entered on its records. Less thorough
examinations are made by the individual members of the com-
mittee and of the Board at the semi-monthly visits. Scholars
are found in our schools in both common and higher English
branches, who will compare favorably with the pupils in the
high schools in our larger towns.
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la addition to their proper school duties, the teachers are
required to oversee the boys in the yards during hours of recrea-
tion, and to take charge of them in part, during their out-door
and in-door labors, acting thus in the double capacity of teacher
and overseer. And on the Sabbath, when the boys are kept
within the limits of the building and yards, the teachers have
charge of them in their respective school rooms, except during
chapel hours.
The relation of the teacher, then, to his or her class, is very
intimate. They come in more constant personal contact with
the boys even, than the Superintendent. They can do a most
important part of the work of reformation, not only by awaken-
ing the mental activity, and imparting knowledge, and correct-
ing and forming habits, but by drawing out the latent principles,
and sympathies, and biases, and giving them proper direction
;
by inspiring confidence and liope, and giving daily examples of
the discipline of authority and love. Possibly a less number
—
possibly one-half the number, can do the work of teaching ; but
this is not half the work we require of the teachers. It is not
half the work they actually do. And their daily personal influ-
ence over the boys is an essential element in our system of
reform.
The Library.—During the year the library has been removed
from its secluded place, and arranged in a convenient, acces-
sible room. Number of volumes added the past year, 130.
Total number of volumes in the library, 1,350. The Trustees
discovered a delinquency on the part of some of the teachers,
arising from a mistaken notion of their duty, in distributing
these books to the boys as frequently as they desired them, and
as the rules required. This evil has been corrected. The
books are eagerly sought for by a majority of the boys, and are
an important means of amusement and instruction.
Steward's Department.—The complicated duties of the
Superintendent, as originally defined, and as satisfactorily per-
formed when the school was small,—comprising the general
oversight as well as the minute details of all the departments of
the institution, the discipline and management of the boys, care
of the schools, correspondence, furnishing supplies of clothing.
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provisions, fuel, &c.,—became, as the number of inmates
ncreased to five and six hundred, too onerous for one man.
And after care/ul consideration by a committee of the Board, a
change was made, by which the superintendence of the schools
was added to the Chaplain's duties, and the purchase of sup-
plies, responsibility for their economical use, care of barn, tools,
&c., was intrusted to a Steward. The necessity of the office
can be inferred from the fact that the amount of his purchases
for the year were $29,000, many of which, as flour, molasses,
cloths, must be obtained in Boston, and such articles as beef,
potatoes, <fec., are procured of farmers within a circuit of several
miles.
A trial of three years has satisfied the Board of the wisdom
as well as the necessity of this change. All the interests of the
institution have been promoted by the division of labor ; and
the entire time of each officer is profitably expended in the per-
formance of his specified duties. Mr. and Mrs. Brigham, as
Steward and Assistant-Matron, have managed their department
with efficiency and economy.
Labor in the Shops.—The general depression of business
has interfered materially with the productive labor of the boys.
This will of course diminish the receipts below the estimate of
the Trustees ; and what is of more importance, it has deranged
our plans of discipline and employment. With our best endeav-
ors, a part of the smaller boys could not be kept usefully
employed in manual labor the whole of the work hours of
the day.
The Trustees are convinced that an outlay is necessary to
provide the stock and tools of some light mechanical trade,
which can be managed by the officers, independent of contracts
with outside parties, to be resorted to in emergency.
One shoe shop has been in operation, with sixty boys, for
nine months of the year ; the other only four months, with the
same number of boys.
In the chair-seating room work has been found for only 16
boys, instead of 111, as last year. A contract is about to be
closed with Greenwood & Wright, of South Gardner, for the
employment of 125 boys at chair-seating for the coming year.
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The total amount received for labor of boys is $3,456.50
against $5,610.57, for ten months of last year.
•
Special Improvements.—To remedy as far as possible the
failure of work in the shops, and keep the boys employed in the
open air, several special improvements have been undertaken,
and wholly or in part completed, employing more than one hun-
dred boys daily during the summer. These improvements have
accomplished the double end of labor, and convenience and
ornament.
The triangular lot east of the institution has been levelled and
seeded, and shade trees, and a buckthorn hedge planted on the
borders. Under the care of the proper overseers this work was
tastefully and thoroughly performed.
The unsightly bank still farther to the east and across the
road, has been levelled, and the earth carted to the area in
front of the buildings, securing utility and beauty in both
locations.
The underbrush and superfluous trees in the grove have been
cleared away, and what was suitable prepared for fuel. The
stones have been dug and carried away for various uses.
The cemetery lot has been laid out and graded, and a receiv-
ing tomb built.
The foundation has been laid for an ice house, on the borders
of the pond, the old one having become dilapidated, and being
too small to meet the necessities of the institution.
And all this labor, with unimportant exceptions, has been
performed by the boys, under the supervision of the regular
officers of the school.
The amendment to the Act establishing the Reform School,
passed by the legislature at its last session, by which the com-
mitting magistrate is required to ascertain and state in the
mittimus, the age of the boy committed, is believed to be of
great practical value, and is working well. It in a measure
secures the institution against the reception of boys too old to
be benefited by its discipline,—commitments being restricted
to sixteen years of age, by the statute,—and it secures the
Trustees against the perplexities and losses arising from defec-
tive indentures, where the boy's testimony was relied on for the
date of his birth.
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And could a practicable, efficient law be devised, by which
parents who are abundantly able, should be made to pay a share
of the expenses of reforming their sons, it would materially
reduce the expenditures of the institution, and perhaps quicken
some parents to greater exertions to correct in season the
stubbornness and truancy of their children.
To meet the ordinary expenses of the ensuing year, we think
the sum of 144,000 will be necessary, viz. :
—
For provisions and clothing for 600 boys at |42, . $25,200 00
For salaries, wages, and support of officers, . 12,000 00
For fuel, light, and current expenses, . . . 8,000 00
For repairs and incidental expenses, . . . 3,000 00
$48,200 00
Deduct estimated receipts for boys' labor, . 4,200 00
$44,000 00
For statistical tables of great value, the state of the finances,
and more minute information in regard to the individual char-
acter of the inmates, as well as valuable suggestions in regard
to health, progress, discipline and success, the Board refer to
the accompanying reports of the Superintendent, Chaplain,
Treasurer, and Physician.
As the Trustees thus review the labors of another year, in
the light of its advancing and completed results, they are led to
form a higher estimate than ever, of the magnitude and
intrinsic value of the work intrusted to this institution.
Taking the criterion commonly adopted by similar schools,
about seventy-five per cent, of the boys committed to our care
are reformed ; that is, they leave us with a record of exemplary
conduct, with as good an education as the length of their term
of service admitted, with grateful acknowledgments for our
care, and sincere promises of virtue. Taking a severer test,
which the Board are disposed to do,—that is, reckoning as
reformed only such as appear to have changed their previous
vicious purposes and aims, and become thoroughly imbued with
right principles of action, and have proved by months and years
of trial the sincerity and strength of their purposes, and the
genuineness of their new good character,—not less than sixty
3
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per cent, of those now committed on long sentences leave the
institution well prepared to become useful members of society.
They are restored to their forfeited position in the State.
Encouraged by this fact, and by the unfailing interest in our
work shown by the wise and good of the people, as well as by
the intrinsic excellence of the work itself, we enter on a new
year determined to use the lessons of the past with profit, hope-
ful of yet greater and better results, and invoking upon our
cherished institution the continued smiles of the God of good-
ness and love.
PARLEY HAMMOND.
JOHN A. FAYERWEATHER.
SIMON BROWN.
THOMAS A. GREEN.
JOSIAH H. TEMPLE.
HENRY W. CUSHMAN.
JUDSON S. BROWN.
Westborough, October 8, 1858.
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TREASURER'S REPORT.
To His Excellency the Governor and the Honorable Council of
the Commomvealth of Massachusetts :—
The Treasurer of the State Keform School respectfully
presents the Twelfth Annual Report.
The Treasurer charges himself from October Ist, 1857, to
September SOtli, 1858, inclusive, as follows :
—
For cash on hand, per last report, $1,157 30
For amount received from the State
treasury, • . . . . 44,000 00
For amount of two notes received
from Comstock, Cole & Co., not due
at the date of last report, |632 80
774 72
1,407 52
For amount received for labor of boys, 3,456 50
For sundries, . . . . . 2,266 30
152,287 62
There is now due the institution for the labor of
boys the following sums :
—
From Benj. E. Cole, two notes, payble as follows :
—
November quarter, .... |363 28
February quarter, .... 412 88
From A. Davis k Co., . . . 232 54
11,008 70
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And he credits himself for the following payments :-
V/'lUtlilllg, • . « • . oyj
J. lU>li51Ullio ClllVl gx v/oC/i lC/i5
J
. . . Jv>
Eurnitiire and bedding, , . . 2,026 27
IPiipl aTid lio'htsjL VlV^X €A.±X\A. XX^IXfO^ • • • • 4 172
Salaries and wages, . . . 10,924 81
-Ut/tilllUl dliU. fcUUltS UotJU. Ill lllU cllUU
shop, ...... 1,678 94
523 59
Transportation, . . . . 699 47
Postage, . . . 23 62
Hospital expenses, . . . . 71 03
Trustees' expenses, . . . . 386 85
Miscellaneous, . . • . 1,362 54
$47,578 63
Cash on hand, .... 4,708 99
$52,287 62
Leather and Tools used in the Shoe Shop, include
Leather, 3,890 pounds, $926 93
Leather, 2,6191 feet, .
Boot uppers, 96 pairs.
Lasts, and other tools,
Pegs, thread, tacks, &c..
Lace leather.
Leather for shoes sold,
Improvements and Repairs, include
Labor and materials on general repairs.
Balance of enlarging steam mill,
Building ice house, in part,
Repairing kitchen boiler.
Repairing furnaces.
Steam pipes and repairing.
Caldron kettle.
Repairing cooking range,
437 80
144 00
19 51
34 76
13 72
102 22
$1,678 94
$836 25
454 44
164 54
23 00
62 67
48 27
13 50
34 88
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Pump, lead pipe, and repairing, «... 147 56
Repairing slating, ...... 11 61
Paints, oil, and lead, ...... 172 22
Whitewashing sind brushes, ..... 124 59
Hooks, for clothing, 54 dozen, ... 65 00
Belting, 19.20 : rubber packing, |6.50,
.
15 70
Locks, keys, door knobs, hinges, &g. . . . 33 66
Carpenters' and blacksmiths' tools, , ^ . 32 78
Iron Work, ....... 46 07
Ornamental trees, . . ' . 20 00
Ornamental shrubs, 23, 24 75
Buckthorns, for hedges, 2,500, .... 37 50
Grading in front of institution, .... 41 94
Grading cemetery, and building tomb, . 62 45
Glass, ......... 21 24
Lumber and labor, in building garden fence. 112 12
Labor and material for front yard fence, 16 rods, 97 00
74.
Books, Stationery and Printing', include
School books, 410, $88 19
Social Psalmist, 240,
7 7
45 00
Library books, . . . . . 75 00
Paper for covering same, ..... 9 54
Duntonian writing books, 120 dozen. 113 62
W^riting paper and envelopes, .... 35 87
Memorandum books, ...... 8 60
Pens, ink, &g., . . . . . . 25 51
Slates, 22 dozen, . . . . • . 20 04
Youth's Companion, 10 copies, 2 years. 16 60
Daily Journal, 1 year and 3 months. 7 25
Reports of Reformatory Convention, 42 12
Advertising and printing blanks, .... 16 00
jjictmv. uuuiv& iui xiioiuiy ui jlxjjo, o, ... 90
8523 59
Clothing-, includes
Satinets, l,859i yards, $975 94
Cloth, and clothing for apprentices, 236 81
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Suspenders, 15J dozen, $20 61
Cotton cloth, 1,905 yards, 155 29
Paris twills, 3,165 yards, 462 48
Cotton flannel, 674 yards, 67 40
Testing, 303 yards, 43 77
Linen, 3 88
Cambric, 51f yards, ...... 3 91
Gingham, 121 yards, 14 29
Silesia, 38 yards, 13.44
;
jean, 332 yards, $27.34, . 30 78
Senate hats, 15 dozen, 15 00
Caps, and cloth for same, . . . . . 61 73
Thread, 73 pounds, . • . . . . 74 71
Frocking, 51-|- yards, 33 48
Scissors, needles, and thimbles, .... 5 93
Buttons, 17 gross, ....... 17 99
Socks, 128 pairs, 114 00
Boots, 1 pair, |3 ; mittens, 17 pairs, $5.54, . . 8 54
Shoes, 242 pairs, " . . 253 67
Yarn, 429i- pounds, 326 47
Handkerchiefs and cravats, 16 32
Combs, 40 gross, 22 08
Sundries, . . . ... . . . 4 46
12,969 50
Fuel and Lights include
Coal, 4421 tons, . ' $3,175 00
Wood, 103f cords, 629 89
Charcoal, 73 bushels, 10 22
Oil, 3271 gallons,
^
247 68
Fluid and kerosene,' 186| gallons, ... 102 79
Wicks and matches, 6 74
$4,172 32
Provisions and Groceries include
Flour, 966 barrels, $6,182 43
Rye meal, 1411- bushels, 242 12
Indian meal, 738J bushels, 674 42
Buckwheat, 3 bags, ...... 6 00
Malt, 4 bushels, and yeast, 6 96
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Beef, 58,082 pounds, . 14,427 20
Pork, 5,201| pounds, . 468 76
Sausages, 214^ pounds, 27 86
Ham, 598J pounds. 72 16
Mutton, 502 pounds. 32 62
Yeal, 1,430 pounds. 125 34
Tripe, 265| pounds. 24 09
Fish, 6,530 povmds, 250 92
Poultry, 219-| pounds, . 26 10
Eggs, 349J- dozens.
•
66 28
Bread, 1,037 loaves. 55 85
Crackers, 21 barrels, . 80 50
Rice, 34,581 pounds, . 1,236 20
Sugar, 3,924 pounds, . 373 95
ColFee, 863 pounds. 126 60
Tea, 160 pounds. 67 60
Chocolate, 1,924 pounds. 412 21
Molasses, 4,279 gallons. 1,135 79
Butter, 2,890 pounds, . 623 72
Cheese, 574 pounds. 53 03
"Vinegar, 378 gallons, . 47 44
Apples, 76| barrels. 159 08
Cider, 45 gallons. •4 50
Lard, 642 pounds. 97 57
Dried apples, 75 pounds, 6 75
Hops, 309 pounds. 18 54
Raisins, . . . . 16 63
Nutmegs, 5 pounds, $3.50
;
Walnuts, If bushels.
^3, . . . . . 6 50
Pepper, 100 pounds, 112.42
;
Alum, 112 pounds.
$4.59, 17 01
Starch, 74 pounds, 15.18
;
Indigo, 5i pounds.
14.73, . . . . 9 91
Ginger, 25 pounds, and othei' small groceries, 19 73
Soap, 1,176| pounds, . 67 22
Potash, 666 pounds. 50 84
Tapioca, 44 pounds, 17.18 ; Corn starch, i^2.75, . 9 93
Saleratus, 278 pounds, |14.66 ; Cream tartar, 50
pounds, 812.68, 27 34
Salt, 157.17
;
Ice, $25.02, 82 19
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xotatoGs, ijiUi Dusiieis, . . . . . bo
jjeanSj li^u^ uiisiieiSj ...... 89
jreaSj 1 uubiicib,....... QA Q1ol
i-VllilVj iVjOOv gctiiUllOj ...... 14-19
OH clW Ucllicbj L^O UUAtJb
J
labpUtJllltJb, •^± UUXtJbj 4.9 ^00\J
Peaches and pears, ...... oU 88
x)erries, ou^ quarts, rpo.oo
,
i^iiiiices, i ousnei, tip±, 1 ^^8Do
uriapes, Dusiieis, Jp'i.ii^
?
uraiiDernes, o Dusiieis,
«fl)O.ZU, ........ Q9
Currants, and other fruit from the garden, q DU
J_>Ct/tO, 0\J ULlblltJio
,
V^a/llULb, O UUbilcib, . . • 1R
unionb, D<o oubueib, ...... 4.7 QOOU
Sr« n Q c n po(oqUoiblicb, . . • . . . . . 1 90
vydUUa^tJb, ±,mOU, ....... 1 Q
Cucumbers, asparagus, and other garden vegetables, 19 84
Turnips, 54 bushels, ...... 9 92
Tomatoes, 994 pounds, ..... 14 78
120,135 95
Furniture and Bedding' include
±lCKing, X^JLUXJ ydlUb, ...... (jpLOO
olltJtJllllg, Zi,Uov2 jdltlb, ..... 237 09
V^'lclbll, 0\J\J jtllUb,....... 28 93
Tpcin 91fi3 vnyrlc!cfC/Clil, ZjXU-^ jdltlD, ...... 19 55
jjiaper loi spreaQS, v^tO^ jdrus, ....
jjaiiing, 1 lo pouncis, ...... 74. OU
XT 1111 Lb d,llU. Ollt/LK, X^0^^2 JtllUo, .... 170 53
fi+vmrr r r\y norlc 90 i Y^f\^T^^^\clOLld-VV lUl UtJUb, ZiV, ( ttO pULlllLlO, . . . . 88 91
XlllUdtl, OU pULlllUb, ...... 24 84
Scissors, 16 pairs, and knitting needles. Q 08
Carpeting, 64 yards, ...... 4-6 8.^oo
IVldlb, U, «]P'±.Ov
,
-DttblVClb, -L-l, ^vJ.OI
,
. • . 11 67
iron DecisteaQS, ^pii', ...... 00yjyj
Desk for chapel, ....... 1 ^
Table covers, and mats, . . . * . rt 01
Repairing sofas and chairs, ..... 97 94.
SinnH trunks 2 ....kJlllcLXX 1>X LllliVO* ••••••• 3 50
Tuning melodeon, 2 50
Combs, 60J dozen, 51 63
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Pails, 28,
Clothes lines, pins, wash boards and other wooden
ware,
Kefrigerator, 1, .
Knives and forks, $32,58 ; spoons, 11.90,
Crockery, ........
Glass and earthen ware, .....
Tin, britannia, and copper ware, ....
Lanterns, 18, .......
Lamps, ........
Chimneys and shades, ......
Brooms, 27 dozen, ......
Floor and scrubbing brushes, . . .
Dusters, 18,
Stoves, funnel and repairing, ....
Portable oven, 1,
Coal hods and shovels,......
Sundry small articles,
Miscellaneous includes
Expenses in pursuing and returning elopers.
Expenses in returning boys to their friends and
fitting them out for sea, .....
Travelling expenses on business for the institution,
Expense in obtaining places for boys, .
Expense in sending boys to places,
Visiting apprentices, ......
Expenses in pursuing and returning apprentices
who have left their places, ....
Conveying Sabbath School teachers to the institution,
Coffins, pall cloth, and expenses of funerals.
Repairing wagon, sleigh, and other carriages.
Whips, and repairing harnesses, ....
Grain for horses, 212|- bushels, ....
Hay, 5,878 pounds,
Rakes, 12, |2.52 ; ladder, 1, $6:80,
Blacksmith work, ......
Grass and garden seeds, . . . . .
4
114 40
20 88
13 00
34 48
203 20
9 35
84 97
10 75
103 63
32 81
63 75
43 65
10 50
96 95
56 00
9 75
42 04
12,026 27
1100 22
94 14
62 62
45 65
59 00
51 00
24 25
150 00
47 36
23 06
10 96
196 24
34 12
9 32
69 87
23 55
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Butchering,........ 123 50
Wheelbarrows, 12, ...... 33 00
Garden roller, ....... 14 00
Shovels, 78, 51 50
Iron rakes, 18, . . . . ... 10 50
Pruning knife, shears, and other garden tools. 21 69
Fire crackers for the 4th of July, 10 boxes, . 17 50
Skates, 8 pairs, ....... 5 20
Heavy weights for hitching horses, 4, . 9 60
Oars, 2 pairs, ....... 3 22
Chloride of lime, 7 99
Ploughing garden and grounds near the institution. 9 56
Pasturing cattle, . . 10 50
Bags, ......... 15 25
Paying Charles B. Moore, an apprentice, damage
for error in age, . . . . 65 00
Travelling expenses of lecturers,.... 9 50
Sim driftsLLlXvt-i. Xv'O, ........ 53 67
11,362 54
PARLEY HAMMOND,
Treasurer of the State Reform School.
Westborough, Mass., Sept. 30, 1858.
We hereby certify that we have examined the accounts of the Treasurer of
the State Reform School, and find them correctly cast and properly vouched.
Westborough, October 9, 1858.
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LYMAN FUND.
The principal of this fund is the same it was
September 30, 1857, $20,000 00
Income on hand Sept. 30, 1857, . 11,083 85
Jan. 1858. Received dividend on 53
shares Fitchburg R. R., 159 00
Jan. 1858. Received dividend on 60
shares Boston and Wor-
cester, Raih'oad, . . 180 00
July 1858. Received dividend on 53
shares Fitchburg R. R., 159 00
July 1858. Received dividend on 60
shares Boston and Wor-
cester Railroad, . . 180 00
11,761 85
Paid W. J. McPherson for chapel tablets, 150 00
Income on hand, .... |1,611 85
No dividend received on the other stocks since the last
report.
PARLEY HAMMOND,
Treasurer of the Lyman Fund,
Westborough, September 30, 1858.
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MAEY LAMB FUND.
The principal of this fund is the same as stated in
the last report, September 30, 1857, . . $1,000 00
Income on hand September 30, 1857, . $25 51
August 11. Received interest to date, . 60 00
Amount of income on hand, . . . $85 51
The fund is loaned to tlie city of Worcester.
P. HAMMOND,
Treasurer of the Mary Lamb Fund.
Westborough, Septem.ber 30, 1858,
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SUPERINTENDENT'S EEPORT.
To the Trustees of the State Reform School :
The Superintendent presents the following as his Twelfth
Annual Report.
Table No. 1,
Shoiving the number received and discharged^ and the general
condition of the School for the year endi7ig September 30,
1858.
Boys in School October 1, 1857, 613
since committed, 271
Apprentices returned by masters, 31
arrested and returned, having left his master, . . 1
returned voluntarily, having left their masters, . 9
Eloper, arrested and returned, 1 313
Whole number in School during the year, .... 926
Boys discharged or apprenticed, ....... 326
remanded to alternative sentence, *22
Court of Common Pleas, on writ of Jiabeas
corpus, 1
returned to masters, • 3
escaped, 10
died, 7 369
Remaining in School September 30, 1858, .... 557
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Table No. 2,
Showing the Co^nmitments from the several Counties during
the past year^ and previously.
COUNTIES. Jr rcviously. Total.
Barnstable, Qy 1 A
Berkshire, ooyj
Bristol, 97 910 9^7
Dukes, o
Essex, 37 422 459
Franklin, 2 14 16
Hampden, 21 129 150
Hampshire, 9 30 39
Middlesex, 52 370 422
Nantucket, 1 14 15
Norfolk, . 29 191 220
Plymouth, 9 24 33
Suffolk, . 34 427 461
Worcester, 30 217 247
Totals, 271 2,138 2,409
Table No. 3,
Showing the Admissions^ Discharges^ and average number for
each month of the year.
MONTHS. Admitted. Discharged. Average No
34 22 617
24 14 629.7
21 38 625.6
17 12 618.7
25 16 628.8
28 35 629.1
20 78 587.5
25 38 561.9
18 37 543.3
35 33 531
37 14 547.3
29 32 558
313 369 589.8
October, 1857,
November,
December,
January, 1858,
February,
March, .
April,
May,
June,
July,
August, .
September,
Totals,
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Table No. 4,
Shoiving' the disposal of those discharged the past year, and
previously.
"nTSPOCl A T, 1 fist yCcir. jPrGviously. Total.
UisciiQirgecl by JboSircl oi j.rustees, 1 09
on expiration of sentence. oo 1 74.1 < tt OI A
Remanded, to alternative sentence, . . 22 7fii OQyo
Returned to masters, ....
Discharged by order of Court, ...
o 1 ^J-O 1 A
1X Qo y
XjoL^dUoLl, ....... 10 15 iiO
uieu, ....... 7 ox QQOO
Indented to Bakers,..... 1 Qo y
Barbers, .... 2 xo OA
Blacksmiths, .... 3 l-i
Boiler-makers, ... 2
XJUUlv UlllLloI o,.... \ ±
XJUOL ailU. kJllUtilllclii.cI tj, . . uu 4l4
2 9
Butchers, .... 1 2 3
Cabinet-makers, ... 9til oo
Calico Printers, 1 -11
Carpenters, .... A O48
Caterers, .... 1 11
Cigar-makers, i 1
^^lerKs, .....
Clergymen, ....
Vy'UillU-JllcllVUJl 0, ...
oy 9
± 1
A
y: A4:
Coopers, .... Qo 8
Cotton IVIanufacturers, . . 1-L a 7
1 1 i**rrn p 1 ^Vp f x'' Til *if QJL/clg^Llci 1 cULj pi&Lo, . . . 1X 1
Engineers, .... 1i 1
Engravers, .... 1X 1
Farmers and Gardeners, 01 380
Farmers and Shoemakers, A 36
File-makers, .... 1i 1
Fresco Cleaners, . 1i 1
Harness-makers, 5
Jewellers, .... - 2 2
Japanners, .... 1 1X
Lumber Dealers, . 1 1
Machinists, .... 1 14 15
Mahogany Chair-makers, 2 2
Marble Workers, . 3 3
Masons, .... 4 13 17
Merchants, .... 1 3 4
Millers, 1 1
Moulders, .... 1 5 6
Musical Instrument makers, . 1 1
Painters, .... 2 15 17
Paper Hangers, 1 1
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Table No. 4—Continued.
DISPOSAL. Past year.
1
Previously. Total.
Indented to 1 lano-iorte Makers, 1 1
Plumbers, .... I 1
Pocket-book Makers, 1 ]
Pump and Block Makers, 1 1
Printers, .... 11 4 5
Riggers, .... 1 1
Ropemakers,.... 1 1
Sailmakers, .... 3 3
lawmakers, .... 1 1
School, to attend, . 21 59 80
Sea Captains, 11 11
Ship Carp'ter and Boatbuilders, 1 5 6
bnoe loot IVlaKers, 3 3
Silver i laters. 6 6
Sleigh-makers, — 1 1
CI J. j-i.
stonecutters,.... 4 3 7
Tack Makers, . . 11 1
1 ailors, . . 1 16 20
lanners and burners, . 1 13 14
lin and Sheet Iron Workers, 1 3 4
Irunk Makers, 3 3
Veneer Sawyers, . I 1 1
Wheelwrights, 2 9 11
Wireworkers, 1 1
AVood Turners, ... 2 2
Woolen Weavers, . 2 1 3
Broom Maker, 1 1
369 1,749 2,118
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Table No. 5,
Showing the length of time the hoys had been in the Institution^
who left during the past year^ and also during the preceding
three years and ten months.
TIME. Past year.
Preceding
3 5-6 years.
Total.
In School less than 1 month, . q Ko Qo
In School 1 month, .... 1 1
1
S.X. 19
2 months, .... 1 1 slO 1 Q±y
3 u QO 14. 1
7
4 u 7 99
5 (( Q 10
6 a 1 Q 99 OO
7 u lO 1 Qly
8 u oy 1 ftlo 97
9 li Qo 1 Qly 97Zi
10 u Qo 9ft OO
11 u 1 o 9Qjy ^1
12 11 1 Qlo 1 AftlUo 1 91iJl
13 a AA 01:
14 1 A oy A O4y
15 u OO /I ft
16 u Q9oJ o/
17 (( 1 /I14: QftOO K9oz
18 u 1 O1.5 OO
19 u 1 AlU 9Qjy oy
20 u Q1ol Oi
21 u ft 91Jit QAoU
22 u Q Oi /I ft
23 u 9Qzy OO
n ftQOO
25 u ftD QAoU QftOO
26 a lo 91ill: Q7
27 u < 9P1 Q9oJ
28 QO 1 T1< ZO
29 /I4: Ay 1 Qlo
30 9 23 32
31 7 14 21
32 4 17 21
33 5 12 17
34 5 15 20
35 4 6 10
36 u 19 25 44
37 u 2 10 12
38 « 4 9 13
39 u 2 6 8
40 u 2 10 12
41 <( 9 11 20
42 a 2 5 7
43 <( 1 3 4
44 u 1 6 7
5
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Table No. 5—Continued.
TIME. Past year.
Preceding
Total.
3 5-6 3''ears.
In School 45 montlis, .... 3 3 6
(( 5 7 12
47 2 6 8
4-8 11 2 4 6
4Q (( 3 3 6
fin u 2 3 5
Ol ii 2 5 7
F^O 1 3 4
OO u 2 2
fid 1 1
00 2 3 5
oo (( 2 1 3
0/ 1 2 3
oo 1 1 2
oy (( 1 1
DU (( 1 3 4
01 1 1 2
(( 1 1
DO (( 1 2 3
fid (( 1 1
65 1 2 3
66 3 3
67 1 1 2
68
69 1 1 2
70 " 1 1
72 2 oO 5
73 u 1 1
79 (( 1 1
86 (( 1 1
90 (( 1 1
92 1 1
Totals, 369 1,088 1,457
Average for the past year, 24 months.
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Table No. 6,
Showing by what autliority the Commitments have been made
during the past year^ and previously.
COMMITTED. X do L J Cell • A 1 C V lU U.01J* • Total.
By Court of Common Pleas, . 9 117
Boston Municipal Court, 19 157 176
Boston Police "... 94.S
Adams a a 3 3
Blackstone u "... 1 1X
Cambridge a "... o 1ft
Chelsea a "... q 1
Chicopee a "... q 10 1Q
Fall River a "... 10 71 81
Haverhill a u 5 5
Lawrence a "... 10 92 102
Lee a u 5 5
Lowell a "... 2 75 77
Lynn u a 8 42 50
Milford u "... 3 3
New Bedford " "... 4 61 65
Newburyport
"
u 3 68 71
Pittsfield u "... 4 41 45
Roxbury "... 6 32 38
Salem a u 9 126 135
Springfield a u 4 38 42
Taunton u u 2 15 17
Williamstown" u 1 3 4
Worcester u "... 6 99 105
Gloucester a u 1 1
Justices of the Peace, 148 815 963
Totals, 271 2,138 2,409
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Table No. 7,
Showing the Offences of those committed dm'ing the past year^
and previously.
OFFENCES. Past year. Previously. Total.
Accessory to larceny, .... - 2 2
1 3 4
2 11 13
Assault and battery, .... 4 16 20
Attempt to burn a building. _ 2 2
Attempt at larceny, 1 1 2
Attempt to pass counterfeit money, . - 1 1
Attempt to commit rape, .... - 1 1
Attempt at robbery, - 1 1
_ 1 1
Breaking and entering with intent to steal, 11 28 39
Burning a building,..... _ 2 2
Common drunkard, - 12 12
Concealing stolen goods, .... - 1 1
1 9 10
Disturbing a school, 1 1 2
Giving spirits to persons under arrest.
Having obscene books and prints for cir-
_ 1 1
- 2 2
Housebreaking,
Forgery,
- 12 12
- 4 4
Idle and disorderly, 14 93 107
1 Aft
Malicious mischief, 10 47 57
No offence mentioned, .... 1 1
Quarreling and profanity,
,
13 13
1 1
Bobbery from persons, .... 4 4
1 21 22
, : and stealing. 2 32 34
with intent to steal, . 26 26
Stubbornness, 99 929 1,028
Selling intoxicating liquors, 1 1
11 11
Vagrancy, 17 126 143
Disturbing the peace, .... 1 1
271 2,138 2,409
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Table No. 8,
Shoiving the length of Sentences the past year^ and previously.
SENTENCED. Past year. Previously. Total.
,
During minority, 172 1,524 1,696
Until 20 years old, _ 5 5
19 " " _ 1 1
18 " " 4 11 15
17 " " _ 5 5
16 " " 2 1 3
15 " " 1 1
14 " " _ 2 2
For one year, ...... 18 110 128
one year and four months, _ 1 1
one year and six months, . _ 5 5
two years,...... 21 132 153
two years and six months, . 1 4 5
two years and eight months, 2 2
two years, nine months, and eight days. 1 1
two years and ten months, 2 2
three years,
three years and six months,
three years and eight months, .
1 /I A140 1d2
1 1
2 2
four years,
four years and six months,
11 77 88
1 1
five years, 11 65 76
six " 7 27 34
seven 5 5
eight 1 8 9
nine " 1 1
ten, " 4 4
six years and seven months. 1 1
Totals, 271 2,138 2,409
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Table No. 9,
Showing the length of Alternative Sentences.
ALTER]SrATIVE SENTENCE. Past year. Previously. Total.
During minority, 3 20 23
For seven years, - 2 2
six years, . . .
five years and three montlis.
_ 1 1
_ 1 1
five years, 1 5 6
fi)ur years, _ 11 11
three years and six months, _ 1 1
three years, 7 25 32
two years, nine months, and eight days. _ 1 1
two years and six months, 1 7 8
two years, 5 73 78
one year and six months, . 6 20 26
one year and three months, 2 19 21
one year, ......
ten months,
1 ^ Q/tat 1 07
3 3
nine " 5 5
eight " 7 7
six " 100 583 683
five " 1 16 17
fi)ur " 6 50 56
three " 40 317 357
two " 30 396 426
fiDrty days, 1 1
one month, 44 364 408
less than one month,.... 12 115 127
unexpired portion of sentence, . 1 1
Totals, 271 2,138 2,409
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Table No. 10,
Showing the Nativity of those committed the past year^ and
previously.
NATIVITY. Tast year. Previously. Total.
Born in Canada, 3 22 25
1 ..... 6 46 52
France, 1 1
Germany, ..... 1 1
Ireland, ..... 51 275 326
Italy, 2 2
New Brunswick,.... 50 50
Newfoundland, .... 1 3 4
Nova Scotia, .... 2 32 34
Prince Edward Island, 1 1
Scotland, ..... 1 8 9
West Indies, .... 2 2
65 442 507
Born in Connecticut, .... 9 31 40
District of Columbia, . 2 2
Georgia, - 1 1
Illinois,
Louisiana,
2 3 5
1 2 3
Maine, 7 77 84
Maryland, 4 4
Massachusetts, .... 161 1,344 1,505
New Hampshire,.... 9 59 68
New Jersey, .... 7 7
New York, 9 93 102
Ohio,
Pennsylvania, ....
1 1
4 7 11
Phode Island, .... 1 26 27
Vermont, ..... 2 33 35
Virginia, 1 6 7
206 1,696 1,902
Foreigners, • . . 507
Natives, 1,902
Total, 2,409
Of the 1,902 born in the United States, 1,304 are of American
parentage, 489 Irish, 64 English, 16 French, 16 Scotch, 9
German, 1 Danish, 1 Spanish, 1 Swedish, 1 African.
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Table No. 11,
Showing the Ages of boys when committed.
AGE. Past year. Previously. Total.
Six years, 4 4
Seven years, 18 18
Eight years, 4 57 61
Nine years, . . 12 115 127
Ten years, 14 199 213
Eleven years, 23 238 261
Twelve years, 47 270 317
Thirteen years, 35 329 364
Fourteen years, 47 358 405
Fifteen years, 72 415 487
Sixteen years,...... 12 89 101
Seventeen years, 5 34 39
Unknown, 12 12
271 2,138 2,409
Average of past year, 13|-
Total average, 12|
The average age of the boys committed during the past year,
is greater than ever heretofore ; and when we consider the
motives inducing parties to under-state the age in connection
with the law requiring magistrates to ascertain and insert it in
the mittimus, it seems probable that the true average is greater
than appears in the above table. Still, it may be, we ascertain
the ages more accurately than heretofore.
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Table No. 12,
Showing the average employment of the boys during the year.
Employed by contractors, making shoes, 67.5
in making and repairing shoes for boys, .... 6
seating chairs, ........ 16
stitching boots, 7.5
by Board of Agriculture, on the farm, .... 51
in domestic work, 45
baking and cooking, 13.5
care of dining-rooms, 12
sewing and knitting, 145.5
the laundry, ......... 35
gardening, ......... 6
improving the cemetery, ...... 3.5
grove, 10
grading in front of the institution, 16.5
subsoiling in the Warren lot, 3.5
construction of ice-house, ...... 1.5
miscellaneous work, 9.5
Without employment, 129
Confined to the Hospital, 8.3
in the third department, 3
Total, 589.8
It will be seen by the above table, that a portion of the boys
are employed at the various kinds of necessary work of the
house. Indeed, they do all the baking, cooking, washing,
ironing, tailoring, shoemaking, knitting, domestic and miscel-
laneous work of the house.
SHOE DEPARTMENT.
In the beginning of the year Messrs. Comstock, Cole & Co.
had one hundred and twenty boys in their employ ; but owing to
the general embarrassment in business affairs, the contractors
asked and obtained permission, from time to time, to diminish
the number of boys and of working hours, till about the middle
of March, when the contract was abandoned and the work
ceased.
On the first of June, however, Mr. Benjamin E. Cole, by
virtue of a new contract, resumed the business with sixty boys.
6
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The average number of boys, employed during the year, by
the above-named parties, is 67.5, and they have made 82,163
pairs of shoes.
In the shop where the boys' shoes are made and repaired, an
average of six boys have made 1,106, and repaired 1,734 pairs
of shoes.
In the stitching shop, 22.5 boys since the first of June, or an
average of 7.5 for the year, have stitched 9,571 pairs of boots.
CHAIR-SEATING DEPARTMENT.
Here too the " pressure " has been seriously felt, and in this
department more than one hundred boys on an average have
been idle through the year.
The average number employed has been sixteen, and they
have made 3,743 seats, and 339 backs.
FARM.
The Board of Agriculture have employed an average of fifty-
one boys during the year.
SEWING AND KNITTING DEPARTMENT.
Here the average number of boys employed has been 145.5,
and the table following shows the amount of work done in this
department.
«
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Table No. 13.
Amount of work in the Sewing and Knitting Depa7'tment.
ARTICLES. Made. Repaired.
Jackets, .
Pantaloons,
Vests,
Shirts,
Flannel shirts, .
Aprons, .
Caps,
Mittens, .
Socks,
Suspenders,
Handkerchiefs,
.
Sheets and spreads
Pillows, .
Pillow cases.
Bed ticks,
.
Blankets, .
Towels, .
Holders, .
Napkins, .
Comforters,
Curtains, .
Totals,
1,342 2,865
1,486 5,158
96
842 3,960
141
144 220
823 170
49
2,717 3,350
1,245
118
415 345
24 131
277
94 64
66
14
12
96
265
8
359
10,208 16,688
LAUNDRY.
The average number of boys employed here, has been thirty-
five ; and the number of articles washed and ironed, 154,515.
The difficulty of obtaining remunerative employment for all
our boys during a great part of the year, has favored the prose-
cution of important improvements upon the premises, which,
though we derive no present income from them, were very
desirable if not absolutely necessary to the respectability of the
appearance of the place ; and some of them will eventually
prove to be very profitable investments.
The grading in front of the building, which has been and is
now in progress, commends itself to all whose knowledge of
the place enables them to compare the present with the former
appearance of the grounds.
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The improvement of the grove west of the building, by
removing the leaves, sticks, and loose stones, killing the under-
brush, and smoothing the inequalities of surface, already more
than half done, will when completed, make this one of the
most beautiful features of the place.
The grading of the cemetery, construction of a receiving
tomb, and of a graveled walk around the lot, furnishes a respec-
table place of burial, which was much needed.
The kitchen garden has received unusual attention, and its
increased productiveness has well repaid the labor expended
upon it.
The improvement of the Warren lot by subsoiling, which has
employed eighty boys for the last two weeks, and will till cold
weather, will be a paying investment.
The above-named improvements have given employment to
one hundred and seven boys for the last four and a* half
months.
SCHOOLS.
Table No. 14,
Showing the number received into and discharged from each
grade of Schools, during the past year.
1st grade. 2d grade. 3d grade. 4th grade. Total.
In School Sept. 30, 1857, .
Received directly, . . .
by promotion,
147
40
118
138
61
168
168
88
117
160
124
613
313
403
305 367 373 284 1,329
Left the Institution, . . .
by promotion, . . .
153
153
104
118
222
67
168
235
45
117
162
369
403
772
In School Sept. 30, 1858, . 152 145 138 122 557
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Of the 557 now in School there are
—
That read books in general, 435
in easy lessons, 84
in monosyllables, 35
in the alphabet, 3 557
That study mental arithmetic, 262
practical arithmetic, ..... 192
namely, in the simple rules, .... 94
through simple rules, ... 42
compound numbers, . . 27
fractions, .... 25
book, 4
That study geography, 409
English grammar, 18
That write on paper, 500
on slates, 57 557
DAILY ROUTINE.
A. M.
At 5 : 20—Watchman calls teachers and overseers to enter on
duty with the boys.
5 : 30—Boys rise and make their beds.
5 : 40—Pass to the yards and wash-rooms, and remain
till 6.
6 : 00—Devotions commence, and continue till 6 : 20.
6 : 20—Breakfast, which takes about twenty minutes
;
after which they pass to the yards.
6 : 45—School commences, and continues till 8 : 45.
8 : 45—Boys go the yards, and remain till 9.
9 : 00—Go to work, and remain till 12, except a short
recess according to the season.
12 : 00—Yards and wash-rooms, till 12 : 15.
12 : 15—Dinner till 12 : 40, and pass to yards, there to
remain till 1 P. M.
p. M.
1 : 00—Work till 4.
4 : 00—Yards and wash-rooms till 4 : 20.
4 : 20—Supper till 4 : 40 ; after which remain in yards
till 5.
5 : 00—School till 7.
7 : 00—Recess in yards till 7 : 20.
7 : 20—Devotions till 7 ; 40.
7 : 40—Retire.
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The above is the usual routine at this season of the year
;
but is varied some at the different seasons, and according to
circumstances.
THIRD DEPARTMENT.
This department, of twenty lodges and a workshop, where
bad boys are kept from contact with those less depraved, con-
tinues to exert an influence for good.
At the beginning of the year the number of inmates was
twelve for a short time, since which the number has scarcely
exceeded four ; and from May to September, a period of nearly
four months, the department was without an inmate.
The average number through the year was three ; the present
number is two.
The strict and solitary discipline of this department has never
yet failed to subdue the most refractory ; and it is not often
that a boy needs to sojourn here a second time.
Much of the quiet and good order of the institution is proba-
bly due to the influence of this department.
DISCIPLINE.
The principles upon which the discipline is based are the
same as stated in the last annual report, no change having been
found necessary. The fabled (?) contest between the wind and
the sun, furnishes the example and the text which I have
steadily endeavored to emulate and illustrate. The wind might
have effected some things more easily than the sun, but in
divesting the traveller of his cloak, the sun had the advantage
so it is much easier to touch the heart of a stubborn, wayward
boy by kindness than by violence. But perpetual sunshine
would fail to develop the fruits of the earth ; so the reformation
of a boy may depend upon his having learned that " the way
of the transgressor is hard."
RESULTS.
The results of the past year's labors are encouraging so far as
we are able to judge.
Perhaps it would be difficult to find the same number of boys
who are more obedient and give less trouble to those in whose
care they are placed, than have the boys of this institution for
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the past year. At one time for nearly three weeks, no boy out
of nearly six hundred, was reported for any but the most trivial
offences, notwithstanding two hundred of them were entirely
destitute of employment ; and the disposition generally mani-
fested through the year has been quiet and orderly, such as
always tends to make themselves and others happy.
An unusual number have been apprenticed and discharged
this year, mostly we think to good places, where a large propor-
tion of them remain and are doing well. Three hundred and
twenty-six youth sent into community from this institution !
What will be the result ? This is a serious question, and
demands serious consideration. I have considered it well, and
I believe as large a proportion of them will do well, as of an
equal number collected at random in city or country. Some of
them, perhaps, will do badly—the same thing occurs too fre-
quently in respectable families.
I appeal most earnestly to all Christians and philanthropists
who have opportunity, to encourage and assist these boys,
strengthen their good resolutions, point them the way to
respectability, usefulness and happiness, and God will reward
you.
For the moral and religious, and sanitary condition of the
school, you are respectfully referred to the reports of the
Chaplain and Physician.
ACKNOWLEDGMENTS.
Our warmest thanks are due to those friends who with such
self-denying benevolence, at all seasons and in all kinds of
weather, have devoted themselves to the labors of the Sabbath
school.
Hon. Charles Sumner and Hon. C. L. Knapp have our thanks
for valuable public documents.
To those publishers who have furnished us their papers
gratuitously, among which are the " American Traveller,"
" Massachusetts Spy," " ^gis and Transcript," " Salem Reg-
ister," " Atlas and Bee," " North Bridgewater Gazette,"
" Essex County Mercury," and " Youth's Companion ;" to
Rev. E. E. Hale, Rev. W. R. Alger, Rev. George Trask,
Rev. P. L. Gushing, Rev. B. K. Peirce, and Rev.
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Northrop, for interesting lectures to the boys ; to Mrs. Henry
Chapin, for a valuable present of books for the Boys' Library
;
to Samuel Munson, Esq., for a beautiful picture presented
to the boys ; to Hon. Simon Brown, John Ball, Esq., and
Thomas Drew, Esq., for bundles of papers, we are under great
obligations.
In conclusion, permit me to tender my thanks to the Board
of Trustees for all their kindness and counsel ; and to the
officers associated with me for their industry and fidelity in
performing the labors of the institution ; and may God bless
and prosper it and all connected with it.
Respectfully submitted,
WM. E. STARR,
Superintendent.
State Refoem School, Westborough, )
September 30, 1858. \
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CHAPLAIN'S EEPORT.
To the Trustees of the State Reform School^ at Westborough,
Massachusetts
:
—
Gentlemen,—Below will be found a tabular statement of
the moral and social condition of the two hundred and seventy-
one boys that have been committed to the State Reform School
during the year now brought to a close.
The past year. Previously. Total.
The number committed is,
Have lost both parents, .
Have lost only father,
Have lost only mother,
Have a step-parent,
Both parents intemperate.
Only fathers intemperate.
Only mothers intemperate.
Parents' example otherwise pernicious.
Father and mother are separated, though
living,
Fathers have no regular occupation,
Who have, or have had one or more
members of their families in penal or
reformatory institutions.
Were mostly idle previous to commitment.
Were untruthful previous to commitment.
Used profane language, .
Used obscene language, .
Were truants,
Were Sabbath breakers,
.
Never attended Sabbath school.
Occasionally attended Sabbath school
Were acquainted with each other before
admission,
271
33
66
45
56
21
90
3
80
25
40
55
169
235
210
87
195
115
33
178
208
2,138
188
567
330
209
645
37
1,070
711
536
1,603
1,982
1,725
1,310
1,468
1,421
359
1,427
1,610
2,409
221
633
375
230
735
40
1,150
751
591
1,772
2,217
1,935
1,397
1,663
1,536
392
1,605
1,818
7
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Table—Contmued.
J.J1C past ycftr. X r6viou,sly. Total
xiaQ irecjueniGci pidCcs oi C|Ut!ouoiid;Uit5
ctlUUscllltJlll-, • • . . . 112
TTtirl cloT^f r\nf nirvn'i'C! in ctfiniPQ Qnpn'2
Q7^
Ha,cl used tobacco, ..... 9,9, 9,9000(J V\)0
Had drank intoxicating liquors, many of
them to excess, ..... 26 534 560
Had been previously arrested once, 65 419 484
Had been previously arrested twice. -13 131 144
Had been previously arrested three times.
4 141 145
Had been in prisons, houses of detention.
or reformatory schools. 54 472 526
A careful examination of the above table will show you the
unfortunate influences which have surrounded the great
majority of the boys committed to the care of this institution.
To know the defects in their previous education, will aid you
much in determining what must be done to secure their
reformation. A few of these boys need only the restraints and the
deprivations of a detention here, in order to correct their truant
and stubborn tendencies. They have been well instructed at
home, but have not rightly appreciated the blessings of parental
love and care. But with the mass of our boys the case is far
different. Sixty-two per cent, of the two hundred and seventy-
one boys committed to the institution during the past year
have lost one or both parents, or their parents, if living, are
separated. Forty-two per cent, of them have parents, one or
both of whom are intemperate. Combining the two statements
and making proper allowance for those included in both, it is
safe to say, that eighty per cent, of these boys have lost one or
both parents, have parents one or both of whom are intempe-
rate, or have parents who do not live together. And in the
twenty per cent, of families which remain, in many instances,
there is some physical or moral defect which greatly impairs
the power of the family government.
From reliable estimates which do not appear in the table, it
is proper to state, that only about twenty-four per cent, of the
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families from which our boys have come, had any thing that
might be called family worship. In more than three-fourths of
these families religious instruction is not known. Drinking,
fighting, scolding, swearing and deceiving are much more com-
mon than the reading of God's word and prayer. And if we
look again at the twenty-four per cent, of families where there
is family worship and religious instruction, we shall in many of
them find that only the mother conducts this worship and gives
this instruction. The father, it may be, is not living
;
or, if
living, has deserted his home ; or he feels no interest in sacred
things. The number of boys who have come from well regu-
lated. Christian families is very small, and we are forced to the
conclusion that the want of pious parents and Christian homes
has filled our institution with inmates. Before they came here
sixty-two per cent, of them were idlers
;
seventy-one per cent,
of them were truants
;
seventy-seven per cent, were profane
;
eighty-six per cent, were untruthful
;
thirty per cent, of them
had been previously arrested
;
eighty per cent, had either never
been to a Sabbath school, or had been irregular in their
attendance.
Forty per cent, of the boys that have entered this institution
for the last sixteen months have Catholic parents, and the per-
centage of this class would be greatly increased if these parents
were as willing to place their children here as Protestant
parents usually are. The latter very frequently make com-
plaint against their own children for the sake of placing them
under the discipline and influence of the Reform School,
while the former, quite as frequently endeavor by various expe-
dients to keep their children away from this discipline and
influence when complaint has been made against them by the
officers of the law.
With these facts before you it is plain what kind of influence
should be brought to bear upon the boys while here, and what
kind of masters those should have who may be apprenticed.
Previous to their coming here, the majority of these boys had
but little respect for the laws of God or man. They have
never been taught to reverence God's word or His day. Many
of them are skeptical in regard to the importance of any
religion, and in regard to the sincerity of those who laboiv to
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spread abroad the blessings of Christianity. The word " pious "
to them is a term of reproach. Many others think religion is
a mere form of words and ceremonies, without heart and with-
out life—a thing to be talked about, and not a thing to be
lived. It is evident then, that those who are to be successful
in the reformation of these misdirected lads, must be correct in
both precept and example. Those alone who respect the
authority of government and the Divine commands, can teach
children their duty to God and to society. Those alone who
revere and love the Word of God can make children feel that
this Word is binding on them ; a skeptical mind cannot cure a
child of skepticism any better than Satan can cast out Satan.
An irreligious person cannot be a successful teacher of piety
;
neither can an unbeliever teach a child what it is to have faith,
else the blind might lead the blind. Those who are looked
upon as patterns must not have the errors they are expected to
eradicate from others. If they do, they will increase the diffi-
culty they ought to cure. No one's influence in such a place
as this can be neutral. It is either positively good, or certainly
pernicious. He cannot be one thing and act out entirely
another. The heart and the influences that flow from it are
closely related. To be a good reformer one must believe
reformation both needful and possible ; he must feel the impor-
tance of the work, and believe it can be done. Allowing these
principles to be correct, whether it should increase the expen-
siveness of the school or not, your purpose to bring to this work
of reforming the wayward, those and those only, who have a
high moral and religious character, and who have a heart for
this peculiar work, must meet with the approbation of all who
are interested in the success of this noble institution.
Whatever questions may be raised as to the wisdom of bring-
ing so many delinquent lads into one family, these questions
can have no application to those who are now intrusted with its
management and government, since they had not the honor to
be its founders ; and it appears to be their whole duty to make
the institution—such as has been committed to their care—as
efficient as possible in accomplishing the reformation of the
wayward. It cannot be expected that an institution like this,
that is open to all classes of boys, from the truant to the burglar
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and incendiary—if he happen to be under sixteen years of age
—can reclaim all that are committed to its care ; but to those
who desire the evidence, it is abundant, to show that the State
Reform School is not a failure, but is doing the work its found-
ers anticipated. Every year adds greatly to the number of
those who are scattered in different parts of this Commonwealth
and in other States, quietly learning their trades and earning a
reputation for industry and honesty. If one boy who has been
an inmate of this institution and left it, falls into crime and is
arrested, it is heralded abroad, and the State Reform School is
pronounced a failure, while the ninety and nine that went not
astray are entirely overlooked. An unusually large number of
boys have gone to their homes and to good places during the
past year, and if some of them have disappointed us, many of
them are doing well.
The customary means for the moral and religious improve-
ment of the boys have been employed during the year
—
private
conversation, morning and evening prayers in the school-rooms,
accompanied with recitations and the reading of the Scriptures,
every day, the Sabbath school and two preaching services on
the Sabbath. For a few months past the boys have been
brought into the chapel on Friday evening of each week for a
rehearsal of the tunes to be sung on the Sabbath. This exer-
cise is a pleasant one, and it contributes greatly to the improve-
ment of our congregational singing. The singing by the boys
on the Sabbath day is one of the most interesting as well as
profitable exercises they can attend to ; and through the faith-
fulness of our music teacher, this part of their education has
been well sustained. Those who were present in our chapel a
few Sabbaths ago and heard the boys sing
" Kind words can never die,"
will not easily forget how completely the feelings of the whole
audience were subdued, while tears in many an eye revealed
the deep emotions of the soul.
The Sabbath school has still been blessed by our faithful
teachers from the village every Sabbath day, and some of them
became so interested in the boys of their class that they came
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to see them on other days for private conversation, and write
notes of encouragement to them. Some of our boys have
made great proficiency in committing to memory Scripture
verses. One boy has, voluntarily, and without any expectation
of reward, committed and recited six thousand and one
hundred verses during the year. Many others have recited
voluntarily from four hundred to nine hundred verses during
a quarter when the required lesson was only eighty-four verses.
A goodly number of our boys, so far as I can judge by conver-
sation with them, by their attention to religious instruction
and by their daily deportment, exhibit the true spirit of
Christianity.
During the past year seven of our boys have died. Some of
these deaths have been very sudden and sad. Others we think
of with more of pleasure than sadness.
Samuel Thompson died on the 10th of June. When he
entered the institution he was one of the coarsest and most
uncouth of boys. He had no father, and his mother was a
poor, ignorant woman, with no proper sense of her duties as a
parent. The child literally ran wild in the streets, and was
almost as perfect a specimen of a barbarian as can be found in
the jungles of Africa. It was about as natural for him to steal
and lie as it was to eat and breathe. He came here in
August, 1854, and remained till he died, in June, of consump-
tion. He was a feeble child with a broken constitution when
he came here, and remained an invalid till the last. He was in
the hospital full half of the four years he passed in the insti-
tution, some of the time comfortable, and some of the time
sick a bed with a distressing cough. But I wish to speak more
particularly of the moral change that came over the character of
little Samuel while he was here. He was naturally a bright boy,
but so little of his time was spent in school that he never made
any great proficiency in his studies ; but his religious faculties
were greatly improved. This was seen more particularly during
the last weeks of his sickness. It was his greatest pleasure to
have any one sit by his bed and read the New Testament to
him, and talk with him about heaven and Jesus. In the weak-
ness of his body he sometimes spoke unkindly and did that
which he had learned was wrong, but when he remembered his
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fault deep sorrow filled his heart. He would weep and beg to
be forgiven. Two or three days before he died he wanted we
should sing to him, and we sang the hymn " I want to be
an angel." He joined with us and sang the entire hymn with
an interest that showed he understood the import of the words
he repeated. After this he wanted to see a picture of Jesus.
The day before his death his mind dwelt much upon the event
before him, and he imagined Jesus had come and was waiting
for him, and he would sometimes say, " I am coming," " I am
coming." He talked with the boys as they came around his
bed, urging them to be good boys, and wished me to tell them
not to " take God's name in vain." He gave away to his inti-
mate friends all his little playthings, and when his work was
all done and his last word spoken, he " fell asleep."
The great improvement made upon the grounds of the cem-
etery the past summer will, I think, have a good influence upon
the boys. The first burial that took place after the cemetery
was completed, you will recollect, was when you were present.
The very appropriate remarks made by one of your number,
the close attention and solemn silence of nearly six hundred
boys, the beautiful sun-light reflected from the tranquil lake
and the funeral dirge sung as we departed, will serve to
mark the hour when our humble, though beautiful cemetery
was consecrated to its sacred purpose.
I can but refer to a beautiful picture, respresenting little
Samuel as he said " Speak, Lord, for thy servant heareth,"
presented to the boys by Mr. , of Portland, Maine. The
gift was a very appropriate one, and furnished a theme for
a sermon to the boys in which they appeared to be deeply
interested. A half dozen pictures of a like character hung
around the walls of the chapel would improve its appearance
and benefit the boys.
For the last two years Mrs. Richardson, of Shrewsbury, has
furnished the means for subscribing for a hundred copies of
the " Youth's Penny Gazette," which have cost ten dollars a
year. This has been a valued contribution to the boys' pleasure
and profit.
Whatever progress the inmates of this institution have made
in good morals is mainly due to the firm discipline so quietly
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maintained over the boys by your kind and just Superintendent.
When every thing in the government is harmonious and pleasant
as it has been during the past year, the moral instrumentalities
may be employed with their greatest efficiency. With gratitude
to God for the mercies of the past year, let us humbly implore
his blessing and help in the future, without which those who
labor will labor in vain.
Respectfully submitted,
W. T. SLEEPER,
Chaplain,
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PHYSICIAN'S REPOHT.
To the Trustees of the State Reform School:—
Gentlemen,—The following brief statements, it is hoped,
will present to you with sufficient particularity, the sanitary
condition of the institution during the past year.
During October, the first month of the last financial year,
influenza prevailed among the boys very generally, but lasted
only a short time. A case of disease of the brain terminated
fatally during this month after a long illness. Two boys were
confined to the hospital during several weeks of the winter and
spring,—one with chronic pneumonia, and tlie other with
scrofulous disease of an unusual character. Both were dis-
charged and conveyed to their homes, in accordance with the
earnest wishes of their friends, though still in a very feeble con-
dition. With the above exceptions, the boys were unusually
healthy, and free from pulmonary complaints, especially during
nearly all the first half of the year.
Seven have died during the year of the following diseases.
Two of disease of the brain ; one very suddenly of disease of
the heart ; two of consumption ; one of scarlatina ; one of con-
gestive lung fever following measles.
A number, between ninety and one hundred, were sick with
measles during April and May ; five had scarlatina during
the same period. These diseases manifested about their average
severity. It is a little remarkable that but seven distinct cases
of scarlatina have ever occurred in this institution, while this is
the third time of its appearance here. Disease in its quiescent
state, in the cases of the two boys who died of consumption, was
roused to action by the advent of measles, and hastened thereby
to a fatal termination. These boys had begun to give encour-
8
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aging hopes of recovery from long illness from diseased lungs,
when taken with the measles. Since spring, but little sickness
has occurred. A few boys, with acute rheumatism, accidental
injuries, &c., have required confinement to the hospital for a
time during the year.
Respectfully yours,
H. H. RISING.
Westborough, October 1, 1858.
APPENDIX
TO THE
SUPERINTENDENT'S REPORT.
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EXTRACTS
FROM LETTERS FROM MASTERS AND OTHERS, CONCERN-
ING BOYS WHO HAVE LEFT THE INSTITUTION.
T
,
Feb. 25, 1858.
Having a boy apprenticed to me, and as he has been a good and faithful
boy, and he as well as myself think he would be as well to let him manage for
himself, therefore I ask to be released from my bonds by paying him the sum
of thirty-five dollars, which will satisfy me and the boy.
I remains yours, &c., E.
G R
,
March 7, 1858.
Dear Sir :—In compliance with your request, I write to you concerning
the boy, W. W. W., I took from your school last year. I have found him to
be a very trusty and truthful boy, which is a quality I highly prize. He is
quick to business, and improves his leisure time in reading and useful studies.
He has attended school two months this winter. His health has been very
good for the most part of the time. Has been as well contented as could be
expected, considering he is away from his friends and acquaintances. He
experienced religion last May, and has lived as acceptably as could be
expected, considering the low state of religion in this neighborhood.
Yours with respect, P.
N S
,
March 11, 1858.
Agreeable to the tenor of the indentures which I received with I. N., I
will inform you that I have endeavored to use the boy in the same way I
should if he had been my own. He has been perfectly contented. His
health has been good, and his conduct generally has been such as to meet my
approbation. He attends the Baptist meeting, about two miles distant ; has
been to school through the winter ; has improved as well as I could expect.
It gives him great satisfaction to help me to take care of my cows, calves
and horses ; and he does as well as I could expect.
Yours respectfully, B.
D
,
March 21, 1858.
Sir :—I now take the opportunity to write to you concerning this young lad
which you saw fit to place under my care. His health for the past year has
been excellent, he being able to attend to all duties required of him ; in a
word, he is ready and willing to do his work ; he does it cheerfully and with-
out a murmur. He has been to school for the past three months ; has had a
good teacher, and I think he has improved very much. Henry, I think, will
be able from present appearance, to enter upon the world and battle with its
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many troubles at tlie end of the next two years ; at least I liope lie will, for I
like the boy very much. I remain respectfully yours, T.
C
,
April 12, 1858.
Dear Sir :—G. E. thinks he will be a good boy
;
prizes the instruction he
received in the institution very much; I think we shall not have anymore
trouble with liim. Yours truly, H.
W M
,
May 21, 1858.
It is now nearly three years since J. H. came to live with me ; would say I
have no complaint to make. Have got along quite as well as I expected.
He is well and contented
;
grows very fast. From experience and observa-
tion, I am inclined to think very favorably of this institution for boys. They
learn one very important lesson which is not learned in many families, that of
subordination. Respectfully yours, S.
A
,
Mmj 23, 1858.
Dear Sir :—I beg pardon for not being more prompt in writing to you as
regards A. C. He is doing well and is contented, and takes pride in pleasing
me. He takes an interest in all my business and is a good boy. His health
is good, and has been ever since he has been with me.
Yours truly, S.
N
,
June 11, 1858.
I write to inform you how S. H. is getting along. His health has been
very good ; he has behaved well, been industirous and obedient. He has
attended to his studies in some good degree ; attends church regularly,
also the Sabbath school, and belongs to a temperance society. He is happy
and contented with living with me, and I am perfectly satisfied with him ; and
I intend to give him a good education and try and make something of him.
Yours truly, A.
P
,
June 14, 1858.
Dear Sir :—You may recollect that in the year 1856, the indentures of
A. F., by which he was bound to Mr. G. of A., was transferred to me, and I
have no cause to regret taking the charge. For something more than a year,
A. has been in the employ of a gentleman in B., who is so well pleased with
his services, that he has engaged him at a higher rate of compensation for a
second year, which reaches beyond the period of his minority. While with
Mr. G. he received the impression that he was to have his freedom in Febru-
ary of this year. I was not in B. at that time, but finding him still holding
to the expectation and wish for it, I purpose to give him his time now, though
I shall still take the same interest in him, and have the same oversight as
before. I do not apprehend trouble from this step in any way—and consider
the institution entirely free from any future responsibility concerning him.
Respectfully yours, L.
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O
,
July 12, 1858.
Sir :—Yours of 8tli is duly received, and in reply I answer to the first of
your interrogatories, tliat liis improvement has been all that can be wished.
Second, his conduct since he has been at my place, has been in a high degree
respectful and obedient. Third, his health has been very good. Fourth, his
schooling has been, with the exception of the last summer school, all the dis-
trict school furnished, being from seven to fourteen weeks. Fifth, he has the
privilege and is a very regular attendant on church service and Sabbath
school. Yours most respectfully, L.
B
,
July 12, 1858.
Sir :—I take this opportunity of addressing you a few lines in relation to a
boy, I. P., from your school. He has been with me six years, and I am very
glad to say that his behavior has been creditable to himself and to your insti-
tution. He seems to be contented and takes a good interest in things upon
the farm. He has been to school the last term and has made very good
progress in his books. Respectfully yours, W.
M
,
July 21, 1858.
Respected Sir :—Nearly a year has passed since I took from the institution
of which you are the Superintendent, my son. His health has been good, and
his general deportment, as far as I have been capable of knowing, has
showed a disposition to try to do well. G. sends love to acquaintances, and
always speaks with respect of the officers, in talking with our family, as it is
not known outside that he was ever in the institution. Please give my love
to Mrs. S. and ladies ; and may you be sustained in your many cares, is the
wish of S.
H
,
Sept 6, 1858.
I write these few lines to you, stating to you how A. C. is doing since he
left your school. In the first place, he enjoys very good health, and is willing
to do as he is directed. He is attentive to his religious duties. He has been
to school for the space of three months last winter. D.
F City, Sept. 9, 1858.
Dear Sir :—I write to inform you that my son G. C. is at home, doing well.
His habits are steady and industrious. Yours truly, C.
S-
,
Sept. 15, 1858.
M. C, who is now a credit to the school, by his good conduct, industry, &c.,
is very anxious to have an engraving of the State Reform School to put up in
his room, and I promised he should have one. Can you send me a copy of
the Annual Report of 1856, I think it was, which had an engraving of the
same ? When I see you I will give some cheering information respecting this
(once) poor, abused boy. Truly thine, B.
T
,
Sept. 20, 1858.
Dear Sir :—I now write to inform you that G. is progressing in the baking
business, and bids fair to be a smarter man than I once expected of one so
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wild as he was ; and I must say it was the good and kind officers of the insti-
tution that made him what he is ; and I thank God that there is such a place
as the Reform School. And I now send a thousand thanks and good wishes
to all of you for the good you have done my brother. I remain your ever
true friend. B.
W
,
Sept. 21, 1858.
Sir:—I take this opportunity to inform you that the boy G. H. T., that I
took from your school, has behaved very well, and I think, has improved in
his studies. He has been at school since he has been with me ; has been a
good boy, and his health has been very good for the past year. He wishes to
be remembered to all his friends at Westborough.
Yours with respect, T.
EXTRACTS
FKOM LETTERS WRITTEN BY BOYS WHO HAVE LEFT THE
INSTITUTION.
S
,
Dec. 21, 1857.
Dear Mrs. Sleeper :—I hope you will forgive me for not writing to you
sooner, but I will try to do better next time. You wanted to know how I
liked my place. It is just such a place as you told me it would be. Mrs. P.
is a very good woman to work for. I like to work on the farm very well, and
it is quite pleasant to help take care of the cattle. You gave me some good
advice in your letter, and I hope I shall remember it. I will try to at least.
From your friend, S.
S F
,
Feb. 20, 1858.
Mr. Hutchinson, Sir :—I hope you will excuse me for not writing before to
one of my best friends at home, and one that I never can forget. I will not
say that I have forgotten you, or that I have been too busy to send one word
home to a place that made me a man. No, I must confess that I have been
negligent and wrong in not writing you or Mr. C, and I hope you will
forget that I have been negligent in not writing before. I hope when you
receive this, that you will write to me, so as we can keep up our friendship.
Since 1 have been here, I have acted as clerk, surveyor, and storekeeper. I
have been in the best of health, and always in good spirits as usual ; and am,
at present, at my old business of surveying. Give my respects to Mr. and
Mrs. C. and to Mr. T., and all the old boys that inquire after me.
Yours respectfully, K.
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,
MarcTi 28, 1858.
Dear Sir :—It is with pleasure that I write these few lines to you, and hope
that they will find you well as they leave me at present. I want you to write
me soon and let me know how you get along. Tell Mrs. S. I do not forget the
instructions that she gave me before I came away, and that I will always
remember them. Give my love and respects to Mr. and Mrs. S. and also to
W. I would like to have you tell all the boys that I am well and send my
love to them. Mother and all the folks send their respects to you. Tell Mr.
L. that I will write to him soon. Yours truly, M.
S
,
April 19, 1858.
Dear Sir :—I received your kind and encouraging letter of April 12th, the
morning that Mr. S. was here. I suppose you remember that a year ago
last winter we used to hold a prayer meeting over in Mr. S.'s study. There
were some ten or fifteen of us used to assemble there to pray God to forgive
us our sins, and to create in us new hearts. I prayed with all the earnestness
that I could pray. After the meeting was dismissed I used to look back upon
what I had done that evening towards becoming a Christian, and it used to
look to me as if all my religion was pure hypocrisy. Now you may think I
did not try to become a Christian ; but I assure you I did. It used to seem
almost as it does now ; and that is that I thought my prayers were not heard.
It used to seem as if there was something between me and God. I hope it
will not continue so long. I hope you will pray for me when you pray, and
for all others who are in the same predicament. Give my respects to all the
ofiicers, and your wife also. Yours sincerely, S.
R
,
April.
Dear Sir:—As we all enter upon the duties of another day may we all feel
our dependence upon Him for life and health and all our blessings. It is by
Him that we receive all our blessings and it is the whole duty of man to love
and obey Him ; but how many slight his word. I think I have been led to
find that Saviour which is precious to my soul. I thought I must write a letter
to you for your kindness to me while at the State Reform School, and may
God in his infinite mercy, give you wisdom to direct those under your charge.
I have been well since I left you. I am working constantly at shoemaking
and carpentering. I think I shall go into a wholesale store before long. I
think I shall be out there in August. From your friend, S.
U. S. Sloop of War, Jamestown, Greytown, May 18, 1858.
My Dear Friend :—You will doubtless be very much surprised on hearing
from me in this part of the world. It is now almost five months since we left
the States, and yet this is the only good opportunity that I have had of writing
to you. You will probably Avant to know why I left home. I had several
reasons for so doing. You know that business matters were very dull towards
the latter part of Fall, so that it was impossible to obtain employment ; and if
you did succeed, it was hard to keep it. I have always had a great inclina-
tion to follow the sea from the time I went to Liverpool, so I came to the con-
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elusion that I might as well try a eruise in a man of war. I did not lose my
situation on account of any act of misdemeanor, but merely because I wished
to. There are two young men, shipmates with me, Avho have been at West-
borough, and I have heard them both say, they wished they were back there.
I am very well pleased with the officers and the ship's crew, and can find no
cause of complaint; but I must candidly confess, I never spent happier days,
nor knew what real happiness was until I came to your school. You will
please remember me to all my old friends, schoolmates and officers. Tell
them they may criticize me for praising the school now that I have left it ; but
tell them they will never know the benefit of the good they are receiving until
they come to leave it. Please write me as soon as you receive this letter.
I remain yours respectfully, G.
P
,
June^ 1858.
On reaching the institution I was heartily welcomed by the superintendent,
chaplain, and all the officers who knew me. I was treated like a child
returning to his happy home, and it did me good to believe that these officers
were my friends^ and felt an interest in my prosperity. When I was an in-
mate, I did not always, when compelled to submit to strict discipline and be
just and attentive to my business, realize that those who were placed over me
cared for my good ; but now I see the)' labored for my good, and I begin to
understand some of the blessings of the State Reform School. What was I
before I entered that institution, and what should I have been but for its
humane provisions ? I was early left an orphan. During some of my younger
years I was under bad influences, neglected, in want, tempted. In a moment
of temptation I took what was not my own. This I repeated until arrested and
sent to Westborough. I thought this my misfortune ; now I know it to be my
fortune. The regular habits acquired here of rising early in the morning and
retiring at the proper time at night, of industry in the workshop, on the farm
and in the school room, of going to the Sabbath school and committing to
memory Bible verses, of attending to religious instruction, and of learning to
control one's self, can scarcely fail to influence for good one who is not
hardened in wickedness. Long may the State Reform School be sustained
in its work of reforming the wayward. M.
S
,
June 19, 1858.
Dear Sir :—It is with pleasure that I sit down to write these few lines to you
I am well and hope that you are the same. I think that I am doing very well
now ; and I think it was for my interest that I was sent there. Give my
respects to Mrs. S. and to all the officers. Tell Mr. H. I will write to him
next. From S.
G R
,
July 6, 1858.
Mrs. Starr :—This is a new country and does not look much like Boston
but I think it is far better for a young man (or boy) in my situation, to live
here than there. Here I am free from those haunts of vice and sinful amuse-
ments that are so prevalent there. In this neighborhood there are twelve or
9
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fourteen families, and I am informed that there are Christians in every family;
and I may stay here six months and not hear a single word of swearing. We
have meetings and Sabbath schools every Sabbath, and plenty of good books
to read ; as there is a social library kept at the house where I live. Give my
respects to Mr. S. Please write soon and oblige
Your humble friend, H.
A
,
July 26, 1858.
Dear Sir :—It is with much pleasure I take this opportunity to write to you.
I send my respects to all who are over the school and all the boys. I now
work in the boot and shoe manufactory of P. W., Jr. I get one dollar and a
quarter a day. I live within a mile and a half of my master's place, and
have been to see him occasionally. Mr. Starr, please to tell the boys to stay
at their place if they get one, for that makes the man. It is the State Keform
School that saved me from ruin. I thank God and all the officers of your
school. From your pupil, W.
C
,
July 26, 1858.
Dear Sir :—I am most happy to inform you that my brother I. is well and
doing well. I. is doing very nicely ; he has a good place and likes very
much. They are very nice people
;
they think as much of him as their own
child. He will write you soon and sjieak for himself.
I am yours very truly, B.
S
,
July, 1858.
Dear Sir :—I hope you will excuse me for not writing before, as business
is pretty lively, and I have hardly any time except evenings. I am with my
uncle, learning the shoemaker's trade, as I suppose you know, and I am
getting along very well. Since leaving the institution I have reflected on the
importance of sending me to the State Reform School rather than let me have
my own way. I might have met a worse fate. I can never repay the officers
of the institution for the instruction they have given me and the kindness
they have shown me, especially Mr. L. and Mr. H. Please give my best
respects to the officers of the institution that I had dealings with, also to the
members of the Debating Club ; and as for you, Mr. S., I can say that I will
ever be indebted to you for what you have done for me.
From your affectionate pupil, M.
C
,
Sept. 8, 1858.
Dear Friend :—It is with the greatest pleasure that I now write to one who
has been so kind to me. It gives me pleasure to look back on the last days
I spent with you, and think how I tried to please you. I shall ever remem-
ber your generous kindness towards me ; and if I am ever worthy of a friend,
can say that I have a friend in you. Your kindness to me will never be
effaced from my memory. Tell Mr. B. I will write to him.
Yours truly, L.
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V
,
Sept. 27, 1858.
Rev. Mr. Sleeper, My Dear Sir :—Yours of the 13th was duly received,
and it gave me much pleasure to hear from one whom I always felt to be my
friend ; and believe me, dear sir, the friendships which I formed at West-
borough will not easily be forgotten, although my neglecting to write to you
may seem otherwise.
When I left Westborough I came to work for the Messrs. T. Bro's of this
town, and have been with them ever since, with the exception of last winter,
when they stopped on account of the " hard times." I was then engaged in
teaching school in this town. I have been employed in the finishing depart-
ment, and the overseer of that part is about to leave. I expect to obtain the
situation. This is a prosperous business, but I do not feel that it will be mine
for life. While at Westborough I thought of becoming a lawyer, but since I
have been led to realize my own sinful condition and my need of a Divine
Saviour, and have, as I humbly trust, cast myself upon Him who " bore our
sins in his own body on the cross," I have resolved that if I ever get the
education to become a lawyer, that education and those talents shall be
employed in the more direct service of my Saviour. For this purpose I have
lately had an ofier from a friend of mine here, to enter Williams College,
from which he has lately graduated, and is intending to become a missionary.
But as there was too much depending upon others, I thought I would earn a
right to an education by teaching and other honorable means, and devote my
leisure to the improvement of my mind and heart. You spoke of my connec-
tion with the Sabbath school ; I have an interesting class of six bright little
fellows, and I believe most of them are quite serious. I regret that I had not
time to write something to be read to the boys at the quarterly meeting ; but
I hope to be present at that which will be held in March. It will interest
you to know that R., one of the Westborough boys, is quite a " Home Mission-
ary " out west. He is a member of the Baptist church in Q., and has a class
of ten scholars, which he has formed himself. Please give my respects to all
inquiring friends. I will close by subscribing myself.
Yours with respect, M.
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Names^ Residence^ Commissions and Retirement of the Trus-
tees of the State Reform School^ from its commencement to
the 'present time.
Date of
Commission.
Kames. Kesidence.
Date of
Retirement.
1847. Nalium Fisher, . Westborough, 1849.
1847. John W. Graves, Lowell, 1849.
1847. Samuel Williston, Easthampton, 1853.
1847. Thomas A. Greene, . New Bedford, Still in office.
1847. Otis Adams, Grafton, 1851.
1847. George Denny,* Westborough, 1851.
1847. William T. Andrews, Boston, 1851.
1849. William Livingston,* Lowell, 1851.
1849. Russell A. Gibbs, Lanesborough, 1853.
1851. George H. Kuhn, Boston, 1855.
1851. J. B. French, . Lowell, 1854.
1851. Daniel H. Forbes,* . Westborough, 1854.
1851. Edward B. Bigelow, . Grafton, 1855.
1853. J. H. W. Paige, New Bedford, 1856.
1853. Harvey Dodge,
.
Sutton,
.
1857.
1854. G. Rowland Shaw, Boston, 1856.
1854. Henry W. Cushman, Bernardston, Still in office.
1855. Albert H. Nelson,* . Woburn, 1855.
1855. John A. Fitch, . Hopkinton, . 1858.
1855. Parley Hammond, Worcester, . Still in office.
1856. Simon Brown, . Concord, Still in office.
1856. John A. Fayerweather, Westborough, Still in office.
1857. Joslah H. Temple, . Framingham, Still in office.
1858. Judson S. Brown, Fitchburg, . Still in office.
* Those marked thus (*) are deceased.
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OFFICERS.
TRUSTEES.
PARLEY HAMMOND.
SIMON BROWN.
JOHN A. FAYERWEATHER.
THOMAS A. GREENE.
JOSIAH H. TEMPLE.
HENRY W. CUSHMAN.
JUDSON S. BROWN.
SIMON BROWN.
JOHN A. FAYERWEATHER.
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE.
I JOSIAH H. TEMPLE.
SCHOOL COMMITTEE.
THOMAS A. GREENE. I JOSIAH H. TEMPLE.
HENRY W. CUSHMAN.
SECRETARY. I TREASURER.
THOMAS A. GREENE. | PARLEY HAMMOND.
WILLIAM E. STARR, Superintendent.
ORVILLE K. HUTCHINSON, Asst. Supt.
THEODORE F. BRIGHAM, Steward.
Rev. WILLIAM T. SLEEPER, Chaplain.
HENRY H RISING, Physician.
Mrs. W. E. STARR, Matron.
Mrs. T. F. BRIGHAM, Asst. Matron.
Mrs. W. T. SLEEPER, Teacher of Music.
LEVI A. DOANE.
HENRY A. ALLEN. '
EVELINE A. HAMMOND.
SOPHRONIA M. BROWN.
DANIEL SULLIVAN.
HENRY TALCOTT.
DESIRE H. BRADFORD.
EUNICE E. MORSE.
OVERSEERS OF WORKSHOPS.
ERASTUS C. LOUD. MALINDA PALMER.
FREDERICK MORRISON. KATE E. COWLES.
ANTHONY DOUGHERTY. JANE M. BROWN.
DWIGHT PAIGE. HENRY A. COBB, Overseer Third DepH.
JOHN BURNS, Baker.
Mrs. D. PAIGE, Overseer of Dining-
Rooms.
MARIA L. MORRISON, Laundress.
EBER 0. BAILEY, Carpenter and
Engineer.
Mrs. E. 0. BAILEY, Nurse.
B. C. HATHAWAY, Carpenter,
OVERSEERS OF DOMESTIC DEPARTMENT.
HENRY A. COBB. [ WILLIAM STARR.
WATCHMEN.
GEORGE W. HODGKINS. | WILLIAM H. PAIGE.
ANDREW MORRISON, Man of all Work.
